
 
What people are saying about Let’s Play Gratitude!: 
  
 
“A tiny little book with a GIANT message: Even in our deepest, darkest despair, when we refocus 
our attitude on gratitude, we shift our energy in a way that leads us to a more positive outcome. 
LET’S PLAY GRATITUDE! With Life’s Sticky Issues gives us hands-on examples of how to start by 
finding gratitude in even the smallest things. It moves on to the Gratitude HALO Process for 
encountering any difficulty, as well as typical sticky issues that many people face in their lives. I 
highly recommend this toolbox of coping skills that will bring you greater joy and peace in life.” 
– Anna Unkovich Co-author, Chicken Soup for the Soul in the Classroom 
  
 
“Don’t be fooled by the size of Deborah Krueger’s debut publication. This little book holds an 
amazingly powerful, timely message and has the capacity to bring a lasting effect to those who are 
ready to transform from despair, struggle or stagnation to full recovery and blissful deliverance of 
happiness through an attitude of gratitude. You will be drawn in by Deborah’s personal story and 
greatly benefit from her inspiring, enlightened and motivational gratitude games designed to change 
your life. LET’S PLAY GRATITUDE! With Life’s Sticky Issues is full of wisdom and contagious 
enthusiasm. I highly recommend this priceless gem to everyone looking for a life filled with grace 
and ease.” 
– Christa Rae Pacheco, Facilitator of Holistic Healer 
  
 
“There is a very small innocence the Universe brings to us when we are in pain. That innocence can 
come as an idea, an action or even a change in perception. Deborah Krueger took her ‘dark night of 
the soul’ experience and produced a magical little book that shows us how to rediscover the concept 
of gratitude in our life even when we are not in such a great place. LET’S PLAY GRATITUDE! With 
Life’s Sticky Issues is a tool for reuniting with joy. I highly recommend this book especially in this 
climate of economic uncertainty. What you focus on in life, you multiply, so why not focus on 
gratitude and joy? The choice is yours.” 
– Marian A. Willingham, M.A. LMFT 
  
 
“LET’S PLAY GRATITUDE! With Life’s Sticky Issues is a small book with an infinite number of ways to 
help reexamine those tough times in life when things look bleak or insurmountable. I once read that 
our lives are 10% of what happens to us and 90% of how we react to those situations. It’s all about 
attitudes. LET’S PLAY GRATITUDE! has helped me stay focused on all the reasons that I have in my life 
to be grateful. I loved it so much that I often use the books as gifts for my patients. I also have the 
privilege of knowing Deborah, the author, and I can honestly tell you that she walks her talk. She’s 
another reason that I have to be grateful!” 
– Dr. Charles Cochran, Owner, Oak Park Wellness Clinic 
  
 
“Deborah Krueger's wisdom and insight shines through every word in LET’S PLAY GRATITUDE! With 
Life’s Sticky Issues. She truly demonstrates her teaching through her actions for she radiates 
appreciation in all that she does. Deborah’s little book reveals how simple practices of genuine 
gratitude can transform everyone's life in progressive positive ways.” 
--Laura V. Grace, Spiritual Leader 
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